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The Gridbus broker is an advanced service-oriented meta-scheduler for compute and data Grids,
with support for a wide range of Grid middleware and services. It takes care of many functions that
Grid applications require including discovering the right resources for a particular user application,
scheduling jobs in order to meet deadlines and handling faults that may occur during execution. In
particular, the broker provides capabilities such as resource selection, job scheduling, job
management and data access to any application that requires distributed Grid resources for
execution. The broker handles communication with the resources running different Grid
middleware, job failures, varying resource availability, and different user objectives such as
meeting a deadline for execution or limiting execution within a certain budget. Hence, it makes
Grids more appealing and approachable to user communities who want to access the increased
computing power but are not familiar with using distributed systems.
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The Grid Resource Broker has been used in a variety of scenarios and application domains by
different scientific and business organizations. These include executing data mining programs on
grid resources (European Union Data Mining Grid led by DaimlerChrysler and University of
Ljubljana); integrating different kidney models and visualizing them (Melbourne Medical School
and Université d'Evry, France); business applications (Infosys and HCL) and exploring semanticsbased composition and trust in Grids (Anna University as part of the Indian National Grid), to name
a few. The broker is hosted as an open-source project on Sourceforge.net, a website where any
interested developer can join a project they are interested in, download the source code and
contribute to it. This ensures that the latest source code from the Project is directly available to the
public and partners/users are able to contribute towards further enhancement of our technologies.

